AUDAC

CMA144

Cluster mounting set for 4 x ATEO4

Features

- Mounts 4 x ATEO4 speakers in a cluster
- Ceiling mounting in large open spaces
- Solid steel construction
- 360 mm pole length
- Cable integration into pole
- Includes fasteners for speaker assembly
- Fully assembled delivered

Applications

- Sports facilities
- Retail stores
- Clubs
- Pubs
- Restaurants
- ...

The CMA144 is a cluster mounting set, allowing
assembly for 4 pcs of ATEO4 speakers to any
ceiling. This solution is designed for applications in
large open indoor spaces where a uniform sound
dispersion in all directions is required. Some typical
application examples are sports facilities, gym's,
large warehouses , hallways, and many more.
The CMA144 is constructed of solid steel and comes
fully assembled, including pole and ceiling mount.
The distance to the ceiling measures 360 mm and
the pole allows cable integration, so a clean and
elegant solution is offered.
The tilted mounting plates in combination with the
Clevermount™ bracket structure allows optimal
directional placement in any application.

Specifications
PRODUCT FEATURES
Suitable for
Dimensions (Width x Height x Depth)
Weight net
Construction
Finish
Max load
Colour
SHIPPING & ORDERING
Packaging
Shipping weight & volume
Accessories included

4 x ATEO4
130.5 x 360 x 130.5 mm
Kg
Steel
Structured powder coating
20 Kg
Black (RAL9005)
CMA144/B
White (RAL9003) CMA144/W
Cardboard box
Kg - 0.0 Cbm
Speaker mounting screws

*AUDAC reserves the right to change specifications without notice: this is part
of our policy to continuously improve our products.

The CMA series also come in a 2 speaker model
(CMA142), allowing mounting of speakers in both
opposite directions and are available in both Black
(/B) or White (/W) colours, to match the speakers
colour and blend in with the environment.
The CMA144 comes delivered excluding the
loudspeakers.
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Architects’ and Engineers’ Specifications
The loudspeakers shall be mounted in cluster formation to the ceiling, with four speakers pointing in each direction. The cluster
bracket shall be constructed of solid steel materials, using a distance pole of 360 mm for fixation to the ceiling. The distance pole
shall allow integration of the connection cable resulting in a clean and elegant solution. Fixation of the speakers shall be done to
tilted mounting plates, offering optimal directional placement in combination with the Clevermount™ bracket structure.
The cluster mounting set shall be available in both black & white colours to match the speakers colour and blend in with any
environment. Delivery shall be fully assembled as a complete set, including fasteners for speaker fixation.
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